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ABSTRACT
Mass gatherings and mass pedestrian flows such as during
holy rituals are always challenging for the management as
well as for the people attending them. The holy city of
Makkah hosts millions of pilgrim coming from all over the
world each year during Ramadan and Hajj seasons. One
of the main rituals is the tawaaf (circumambulation) of the
Holy Kaaba. Knowing the average tawaaf time and flow
rates of pilgrims around Holy Kaaba is beneficial in order to
efficiently schedule the visit to the Sacred Mosque and avoid
crowdedness. This paper discusses MMaPFlow approach
for Mapping Mass Pedestrian Flow around Holy Kaaba
using crowd-sourcing. The crowd-sourcing is done through
pilgrim smartphone to calculate average tawaaf time and
other statistics related to pilgrims movement around the
Holy Kaaba.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
D.2.8 [Software Engineering]: Metrics—complexity mea-
sures, performance measures

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Mea-
surement

Keywords
Crowd-sourcing, Crowd Flow, Tawaaf, Kaaba

1. INTRODUCTION
Crowd management and monitoring crowd flow is essential
for the safety of people in public areas as well as in some
special events such as holy gatherings. One of the biggest
event of gathering is performance of Hajj in Makkah Saudi
Arabia. Hajj is compulsory for all the muslims who can
afford it. Hence, most muslims visit the Sacred Mosque in
Makkah at least once in their lifetime during a specific period

of Hajj. According to the Saudi Arabian Central Depart-
ment of Statistics and Information almost 3 million people
performed Hajj in 2012 [1]. Saudi government is pursuing
to host even a larger number of pilgrimage through various
infrastructure expansion projects including Sacred Mosque
and its surrounding residential areas, highways, rails, metro
lines and road networks. After the completion of the ongoing
expansion project, the capacity of the Sacred Mosque will in-
crease considerably. Other than Hajj, muslims visit the Sa-
cred Mosque all year round for Umrah. One of the primary
ritual of Hajj and Umrah is the tawaaf of Holy Kaaba. A
complete tawaaf consists of walking counter-clockwise seven
times around the Holy Kaaba. Tawaaf takes place in the
central piazza of Sacred Mosque as well as dedicated path-
ways of Sacred Mosque building. When the main piazza
is not crowded (Fig. 1(a)), it takes on the average 20-25
minutes to perform the seven circumambulations for a nor-
mal person. However, when the main piazza is overcrowded
(Fig. 1(b)), it may take hours [1] as shown in Fig.1.

Figure 1: Densely Crowded Vs. Sparsely Crowded
Piazza Area around Holy Kaaba

Scheduling a pilgrim’s visit to the Sacred Mosque for tawaaf
as well as planning maintenance and cleaning activities of
the central piazza requires statistics such as average tawaaf
time, tawaaf flow rates and crowdedness at any point of the
day, whole year round in the central piazza. Pilgrims can
schedule their visit to the Sacred Mosque for tawaaf if they
are aware of suitable timings for it. Likewise, cleaning and
maintenance can be scheduled when the central piazza is
least crowded so that least pilgrims are disturbed.

Collection of pilgrim movement data can be achieved through
many different means. In this paper, we exploit the emerg-
ing phenomenon of crowd-sourcing using smartphones of the
pilgrims. The information is collected on the server in a real-



time manner and different statistics such as average tawaaf
time, crowd density etc, will be available to the concerned
people. The main challenge is to meaningfully transform the
crowd-sourced data in usable form and having huge number
of people involved in the crowd scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 dis-
cusses the related work. Section 3 explains our approach.
Section 4 provides details of how we evaluate our frame-
work. Section 5 provide insights of the results. Section 6
list the challenges faced during the deployment and collec-
tion of data and how we address them. Section 7 concludes
the paper.

2. RELATED WORK
The data from the crowd can be gathered using many tech-
niques [2]. They are based on image processing, Global Posi-
tioning System (GPS), pressure sensor, inertial sensor, radio
signal (WiFi, Bluetooth, RFID, etc.), and crowd-sourcing.

Mori et al. [3] successfully tracked up to 3 persons by em-
bedding pressure sensors in the floor and asking pedestrians
to wear RFID tags in their shoes. They track people inside
a building where they have installed their pressure sensors
and RFID readers. Nazemzadeh et al. [4] presents a position
tracking algorithm based on an extended Kalman filter that
combines odometer and gyroscope data with passive RFID
tag and visual marker detection.

Colombo et al. [5] discuss their local positioning system com-
prising of a wearable embedded inertial platform with wire-
less connectivity. They are interested in locating people in-
side homes as well as logging their activity using gyroscopes,
magnetometers and accelerometers. Alzantot et al. [6] used
inertial sensors in smartphones to track people by counting
steps and step sizes. Radu et al. [7] and Zhang et al. [8] also
use smartphone inertial sensors for indoor tracking.

Falcone et al. [9] used bi-static passive WiFi radars to track
vehicles. Broetje et al. [10] extended the work of Falcone et
al. by using WiFi based multistatic passive radars to track
the people.

Rahimi et al. [11] use a 3 camera network to detect and track
people using support vector machine classifiers. They use
color and histograms of oriented gradients (HOG) to model
the humans. Zhang et al. [12] use 2 camera network to do the
same. Rao et al. [13] proposed a block-based dense optical
flow to obtain crowd velocities. They process video footage
to extract approximate crowd density and flow. Sherrah
et al. [14] also process video to extract head and body of
pedestrians using HOG detectors. Their experiments show
that the use of head and body detections along with multiple
hypothesis tracking improves track-by-detect methods.

Adiaviakoye et al. [15] successfully tracked 300 students in
the school’s lobby using laser range scanners. In [16, 17]
laser range scanners are used for the localization of people.

Several studies have been carried out that use subscriber lo-
cation data from cell phone towers to locate a mobile phone.
Calabrese et al. [18] used subscriber location data to moni-
tor urban movement in real-time. Other researchers in [19,

20, 21] have also carried out similar studies. Mitchell et
al. [22] calculated tawaaf statistics using RFID tags aug-
mented with mobile phone data. Bilgic et al. [23] used GPS-
enabled phones to track persons.

The first of these techniques requires embedding sensor be-
low the floor. This is not possible in our case. The second
techniques of using gyro, accelerometer and magnetometer
focusing on indoor navigation. This technique is similar to
ours, however we use GPS only focusing on outdoor pilgirm
movement only. The third techniques uses WiFi radars.
The fourth technique uses cameras. The fifth techniques
uses laser range finders. None of these can be implemented
in the Sacred Mosque without infrastructural changes. Fi-
nally, the last technique uses cell phone tower data which is
unavailable to us.

3. MMAPFLOW: A CROWD-SOURCING AP-
PROACH

The ritual of Tawaaf is performed counter-clockwise around
the Holy Kaaba in the Sacred Mosque’s central piazza as well
on the dedicated bridges and on the roof of the mosque. In
the rest of the paper we concentrate over the central piazza
but the proposes approach can be easily adopted for the
specialized bridges as well as for the roof of the mosque.
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Figure 2: Virtual Quadrants of Main Piazza Area

Tawaaf starts from south-east corner of the Holy Kaaba
where the black stone is placed. Each round starts and ends
at the same corner. In order to monitor the pedestrian move-
ment throughout the Tawaaf it is important to find when a
person comes on the start position. We divide the piazza
into four quadrants as shown in Fig.2(a). We further di-
vide each quadrant into to four sub-quadrants as shown in
Fig.2(b). For more granularity the sub-quadrants can be
further divide two more times as shown in Fig.2(d). The
green squares as shown in Fig. 2(d) represent the approxi-
mate position of tawaaf start. When the pilgrim reaches the
central piazza and starts performing tawaaf, the smartphone
application starts logging pilgrim location and sends it to the



server in real-time using 3G or 4G connectivity. In case if
Internet connectivity is not available the application stores
the data locally and as soon as the connectivity is available
the whole data is sent to our server. As the pilgrim crosses
the green area of Fig.2(d), our application marks start of
tawaaf and subsequently the end of a round.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Sub-Quadrant 
1.4.2.2

Sub-Quadrant 
1.2.4.4

Figure 3: Movement of Pilgrim in Main Piazza Area

Let us consider when the server receives a location within
a sub-quadrant 1.4.2.2 (depicted in Fig.3(a)). Our server
will mark the start of tawaaf for a pilgrim. As the pil-
grim moves further, we receive another location from sub-
quadrant 1.2.4.4 (Fig.3(b)) to map its movement in the pi-
azza. In this way, we keep receiving locations till the pil-
grim reaches quadrant 2. The history of pilgrim movement
is logged. Then, the pilgrim moves to quadrant 3, 4 and
finally back to 1. The complete movement is depicted in
Fig.3(a-f)). In quadrant 1, when the pilgrim reaches to any
of the green sub-quadrant, one circumambulation or tawaaf
cycle is complete.

4. EVALUATION
This section explains how we evaluated our approach for
mapping the mass pedestrian movement.

4.1 Application
Crowd-sourced Android and iPhone applications have spawned
the participation of crowd for data collection for various

studies which were expensive in the past. Additionally, the
use of Assisted GPS (A-GPS) has made location-aware ap-
plications possible. In order to collect tawaaf data, an An-
droid application has been developed with some incentive
for the pilgrim. The pilgrims run the application on their
smartphones while performing the tawaaf. The application
uses A-GPS to sample the location of the pilgrim every 30
seconds. Smartphone’s IMEI, time, date and sampled loca-
tion is transmitted to the server as well as logged locally in
smartphone’s memory.

The smartphone application is called as My Tawaaf (Fig.4)
and is available via Google Play Store [24].

Figure 4: Splash and Main Screen of My Tawaaf

Upon startup the application checks if the GPS is enabled
or not. If it is not enabled, the pilgrim is prompted to en-
able it. Once enabled, the application waits for the pilgrim
to reach the tawaaf start area. There onwards, the appli-
cation samples the required parameters and send them to
the server. When the pilgrim completes one tawaaf cycle or
circumambulation, the current cycle count is displayed on
the screen. The pilgrim can view his/her previous tawaaf
history by clicking the history button.

4.2 Deployment
In addition to making the application available on Internet,
we distributed My Tawaaf Android application to 30 volun-
teer students for collecting data. We also provided students
with dedicated GPS data loggers to compare the accuracy of
the samples collected by the application using smartphone.
The students took turns in performing tawaaf so that we
have data for 24 hours a day for seven days. Hence, we col-
lected data 345 tawafs i.e. 2415 circumambulations. Each
smartphone was used two hours to collect data before it was
brought back for recharging. At this time, we also copied the
samples saved in the phone’s memory. Augmenting the miss-
ing samples into database improves the accuracy of statis-
tics.

4.3 Metrics
The following metrics were calculated to evaluate our ap-
proach.



Average Tawaaf Cycle Time As our server logs location
data along with time, finding the time difference be-
tween start of tawaaf cycle and end of tawaaf cycle
gives us tawaaf time. Our system takes average of
tawaaf times calculated for location data coming from
all smartphones being used at that time. This gives us
average tawaaf time. This metric is sent back to the
smartphone so that it can be displayed in the applica-
tion.

Average Tawaaf Flow Rate The server application cal-
culates pilgrims flow rates by dividing distance covered
by the pilgrim by the time it took him or her to com-
plete one tawaaf cycle. This metric is also sent back
to the smartphone so that it can be displayed in the
application.

Delivery Ratio The number of location samples received
by our server application may be less than the num-
ber of samples collected by the smartphone applica-
tion. Hence, we are interested in the delivery ratio,
that is the number of samples received over number of
samples collected. My Tawaaf saves all collected loca-
tions in smartphone’s internal memory. At the end of
the experiment, when the student returns the smart-
phone, we manually upload all the collected samples to
the server. With this data, the server application cal-
culates delivery ratio by dividing number of received
location samples over total samples collected by the
phone. This metric has been calculated for evaluation
of our smartphone and server application.

5. RESULTS
This section discusses the results of our evaluation.

5.1 A-GPS Accuracy
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Figure 5: Comparison of Sampling Accuracy - Spe-
cialized GPS Device Vs. Smartphone A-GPS

We compared the location data gathered through our smart-
phone applications with data collected through specialized

GPS devices as used by Koshak et al. [25]. The special-
ized GPS devices provide much more accurate location data
than A-GPS based smartphones. Using crowd-sourced data
from A-GPS based smartphones instead of specialized GPS
devices is a trade off that reduces equipment costs but in-
creases inexpensive crowd participation. Extensive studies
have already been carried out to quantify the error of A-
GPS based smartphones [26, 27]. Our scenario is special
from many aspects thus encouraging us to have an experi-
ment to measure the accuracy of a smartphones compared
to specialized GPS receivers. Fig. 5 shows the accumulated
data from one circumambulation. The crosses represent lo-
cation detection using specialized GPS receivers. The pluses
represent the location data collected by our smartphone ap-
plication on the same circumambulation. It can be seen that
the error of smartphones is greater than specialized GPS re-
ceiver’s error.

5.2 Average Tawaaf Cycle Time
Fig.6 is one of the statistics that is available for display on
our website as well as on My Tawaaf Android app. Results
show that average tawaaf times are higher right before each
prayer and also in evening. This result confirms the obser-
vation of an average pilgrim. A large number pilgrim visit
the Sacred Mosque only for the prescribed times i.e. ap-
proximately at 5am, 12:30pm, 4pm, 7:00pm and 8:30 pm.
They hasten to perform tawaaf before the prayer. As soon
as prayer finishes, a lot of pilgrim leave the central piazza.
This is why average tawaaf times are higher right before the
prescribed prayer times.

Figure 6: Average Tawaaf Cycle Time

5.3 Average Tawaaf Flow Rate
Fig. 7 shows the average flow rate of pilgrim performing
tawaaf around the Holy Kaaba. Flows increase when the
central piazza is less crowded and decreases when it is more
crowded. As mentioned before, the number of pilgrim in-
creases right before prayer times. Hence, the flow rates are
lower right before prayer time and higher right after prayer
time because a lot of pilgrims leave the central piazza after
prayer.

5.4 Delivery Ratio
The server application calculates the ratio of number of lo-
cation samples received live verses the number of samples
actually collected. Fig.8 shows us the delivery ratio. If Inter-
net connectivity is unavailable, My Tawaaf is unable to up-
load collected location samples in real-time. The application



Figure 7: Average Tawaaf Flow Rate

saves un-sent samples in the smartphone’s internal memory.
As soon as Internet connectivity is available, the application
connects with our server application and uploads the stale
location samples. Fig.8 shows a drop in delivery ratio at
times when the smartphone application was unable to get
Internet connectivity from mobile Internet service provider.

Figure 8: Delivery Ratio

.

6. CHALLENGES
Various expected and unexpected challenges were faced dur-
ing implementation, data collection and calculations of tawaaf
data. These are briefly explained here.

6.1 Incentive for the Crowd
One of the major challenges is to make sure that pilgrims
share their location data with us. Without information from
users, our server would not receive enough data for calculat-
ing tawaaf times for the entire day. As most crowd-sourced
applications, we also faced this challenge. Researchers [28]
have suggested providing incentive for the users in order to
create a win-win strategy. We used the following incentives
schemes for the pilgrims.

Tawaaf Cycle Count A complete tawaaf consists of seven
circumambulations around the Holy Kaaba. Pilgrims
prefer reciting supplications during tawaaf. Hence,
they have to make little effort to remember their cy-
cle count. Most pilgrims use special beaded strings or
electronic tally counters for this purpose. As an incen-

tive, the application displays the current cycle count
on the smartphone screen.

History The smartphone application keeps history of pre-
vious tawaafs of the pilgrim. This also serves as an
incentive for those pilgrims who want to know their
personal visit statistics.

Guidance and Information As mentioned before, during
tawaaf pilgrims prefer reciting supplications. Our smart-
phone application contains a large number of recom-
mended supplications that pilgrims can recite during
tawaaf. Guidance towards points-of-interest such as
location of facilities, gates, exits, and other important
landmarks are also provided. Emergency phone num-
bers and contact details of important service providers
are also available.

Crowdedness Level Pedestrian flow rates are directly pro-
portional to crowdedness level [29]. Based on average
tawaaf times and flow rates, the application provides
a crowdedness index to the pilgrims. This incentive
helps pilgrims efficiently planning their visit to the Sa-
cred Mosque.

6.2 Optimal Data Size
To provide live tawaaf statistics all year around, our server
needs constant data collection. However, there are large
spans of times when none of the pilgrims performing tawaaf
in the Sacred Mosque is using our smartphone application.
This data scarcity causes our system not to provide tawaaf
statistics at these times. At these times, our server provides
either interpolated tawaaf statistics or stale results both of
which are not live. Introducing incentives has improved this
challenge. Another mitigation methodology is to send probe
pilgrims similar to the concept of sending probe vehicles to
collect data when not enough crowd-sourced data collection
vehicles are available [30].

Some pilgrims turn off their mobile’s data connection to con-
serve battery and save additional costs. In this case, our
server does not receive live location data from the smart-
phones. This challenge cannot be solved until more incen-
tive is provided to the pilgrims, however, it can be alleviated.
Our smartphone application keeps saving pilgrim’s location
on the smartphone in a local database. Whenever Inter-
net connectivity is available, the database synchronizes its
samples with our server. In this way, we receive pilgrim’s
stale location data. This data is still of use to us in order to
provide average tawaaf time, flow rate trends and histories.

As compared to lack of data, too much data is also a prob-
lem which chokes our data collection server. Although this
challenge has not been faced till now, we anticipate it during
the Hajj season. Our mitigation plan is implement collab-
oration between smartphones applications running in main
piazza. If the number of live smartphones application in-
crease a certain threshold, we will schedule data coming from
smartphones. Each smartphone can be given a time slot in
which it will transmit the location data it has accumulated.
Another strategy is to remotely disable data collections from
a set of smartphones.



7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we discussed the architecture and challenges
we faced during development of our approach for mapping
the pedestrian movement during tawaaf. We focused on
gathering data from crowd-sourced smartphone applications.
In future, we wish to quantify the robustness, efficiency, scal-
ability and reliability of crowd-sourced smartphone appli-
cation based location detection and compare it with other
methodologies.
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